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The Suzuki Intruder is a series of cruiser motorcycles made by Suzuki from to After , the
Intruder lineup was replaced by the Boulevard range. In Europe, the Intruder name remains in
use on certain models. The VS Intruder bikes all have 4-stroke V-twin engines. A cruiser is a
motorcycle in the style of American machines from the s to the early s, including those made by
Harley-Davidson, Indian, Excelsior and Henderson. The riding position usually places the feet
forward and the hands up, with the spine erect or leaning back slightly. Typical cruiser engines
emphasize easy rideability and shifting, with plenty of low-end torque but not necessarily large
amounts of horsepower, traditionally V-twins but inline engines have become more common.
Cruisers with greater performance than usual, including more horsepower, stronger brakes and
better suspension, are often called power cruisers. A motorcycle , often called a bike ,
motorbike , or cycle , is a two- or three-wheeled motor vehicle. Motorcycle design varies greatly
to suit a range of different purposes: long distance travel, commuting, cruising, sport including
racing, and off-road riding. Motorcycling is riding a motorcycle and related social activity such
as joining a motorcycle club and attending motorcycle rallies. Suzuki Motor Corporation is a
Japanese multinational corporation headquartered in Minami-ku, Hamamatsu. Suzuki
manufactures automobiles, four-wheel drive vehicles, motorcycles, all-terrain vehicles ATVs ,
outboard marine engines, wheelchairs and a variety of other small internal combustion engines.
In , Suzuki was the eleventh biggest automaker by production worldwide. Suzuki has over 45,
employees and has 35 production facilities in 23 countries, and distributors in countries. The
worldwide sales volume of automobiles is the world's tenth largest, while domestic sales
volume is the third largest in the country. The Intruder line started life in North America with the
Intruder and the Intruder , which was actually a cc machine. The US tariff, when passed into law,
actually set the import limit at ccs instead of So Suzuki soon bumped the Intruder up to be a ,
which it continued to produce until For the model year the small Intruder became an technically
an , with a larger engine, larger radiator, and larger forks to go with the extra engine. The model
would continue in this form until , the only change of note being that Suzuki started painting the
engine black in Other changes to the VS included straighter bars with longer risers; the addition
of four-way flashers; a one-piece seat; smaller turn signals; the deletion of the sissy bar; and
the addition of a plastic fake air cleaner on the side of the engine to hold the tool kit formerly
stored in the sissy bar. But mechanically they are the same, and parts can be swapped between
the Intruder to the S The exception is that fake air cleaner, which screws to threaded holes in
blocks cast into the cooling fins on the cylinders, which the Intruder did not have. The rest of
the bike is totally different, but the engines interchange. In a combustion engine, the static
compression ratio is calculated based on the relative volumes of the combustion chamber and
the cylinder. It is a fundamental specification for combustion engines. The dynamic
compression ratio is a more advanced calculation which also takes into account gasses
entering and exiting the cylinder during the compression phase. Mikuni Corporation is a
Japanese carburetor manufacturing company. Their business activities is focused on
carburetors, fuel injectors and other automobile and motorcycle related equipment. A
carburetor or carburettor is a device that mixes air and fuel for internal combustion engines in
the proper airâ€”fuel ratio for combustion. To carburate or carburet means to mix the air and
fuel or to equip with a carburetor for that purpose. Radiators are heat exchangers used for
cooling internal combustion engines, mainly in automobiles but also in piston-engined aircraft,
railway locomotives, motorcycles, stationary generating plant or any similar use of such an
engine. Torque , moment , moment of force or "turning effect" is the rotational equivalent of
linear force. The concept originated with the studies of Archimedes on the usage of levers. Just
as a linear force is a push or a pull, a torque can be thought of as a twist to an object. Another
definition of torque is the product of the magnitude of the force and the perpendicular distance
of the line of action of force from the axis of rotation. The symbol for torque is typically , the
lowercase Greek letter tau. When being referred to as moment of force, it is commonly denoted
by M. All Suzuki Intruders are powered by either a 4 or 5 speed transmission mated to a shaft
drive which delivers power to the rear wheel. Starting in , the VS platform received the 5 speed
transmission in most European countries. In the USA, this new 5 speed transmission debuted in
the models, and in , Canadian models were equipped with the same transmission. The
Transmission is 5-speed, constant mesh. A manual transmission , also known as a manual
gearbox , a standard transmission or colloquially in some countries as a stick shift , is a type of
transmission used in motor vehicle applications. It uses a driver-operated clutch, usually
engaged and disengaged by a foot pedal or hand lever, for regulating torque transfer from the
engine to the transmission; and a gear selector that can be operated by hand or foot. The models have the front brake rotor mounted on the left side, instead of right side found on later
models. Their sissy bar is also shorter. A disc brake is a type of brake that uses calipers to
squeeze pairs of pads against a disc or "rotor" to create friction. This action slows the rotation

of a shaft, such as a vehicle axle, either to reduce its rotational speed or to hold it stationary.
The energy of motion is converted into waste heat which must be dispersed. A drum brake is a
brake that uses friction caused by a set of shoes or pads that press outward against a rotating
cylinder-shaped part called a brake drum. A sissy bar , also called a "sister bar" or "passenger
backrest" is an addition to the rear of a bicycle or motorcycle that allows the rider or passenger
to recline against it while riding. Alternatively it can serve as an anchor point or support for
mounting luggage or equipment that are not part of the bike. The RD is a two-stroke motorcycle
produced by Yamaha from to It evolved directly from the piston port, front drum-braked,
five-speed Yamaha cc "R5". The inspiration for the later triples was the pushrod Triumph
Trident, produced from to at the Triumph factory at Meriden Works. The bike was produced from
until In , it was selected as the second-best new motorcycle of by Motor Trend magazine. It was
produced almost exclusively for Thailand, although around were exported to New Zealand. The
GSX Series is Suzuki's range of sport touring motorcycles powered by four-valve per cylinder
four-stroke engines. The first GSX models were introduced in and represented the next step in
Suzuki's four-stroke road bike range after the two-valve GS Series. The Suzuki Bandit is a series
of standard motorcycles produced by Suzuki since The Bandit series includes the following
models:. The Suzuki Boulevard S50 is a motorcycle manufactured by Suzuki and released in
and production stopped in It features an cc v-twin engine with four valves per cylinder. In April ,
the Guinness World Records temporarily disqualified the Veyron's record time for a period of
five days due to concerns about electronic speed limiting changing the function of the car, but
after investigation reinstated the Veyron as the record holder. Looking like a Suzuki Endurance
racer, it can be considered to be the first affordable, modern racer-replica suitable for road use.
It was introduced at the Cologne Motorcycle Show in October It was the motorcycle that
launched the resurrection of the brand in The F4 has a single-sided swingarm, large diameter
front forks and traditional MV Agusta red and silver livery. The F4 engine is also one of the few
production superbikes to have a hemi-spherical cylinder head chamber design with 4 valves per
cylinder. The engines were air-cooled, three-cylinder, piston-controlled inlet port two-strokes
with two exhaust pipes exiting on the right side of the bike, and one on the left. It was the first
production street motorcycle with capacitor discharge ignition CDI. In , Suzuki re-branded it as
the Suzuki Boulevard C It follows the formula of a smaller yet capable engine fitted into a
one-size up frame, a popular combination also in use by Honda, Kawasaki, and Yamaha in their
respective cruiser lines. Global model number is VZ It is based on the popular VL C50 with C
standing for 'classic'. Its styling is from the first generation VZ Marauder. In the marketing name
was again changed when Suzuki replaced the carburetors with fuel injection, with M standing
for 'muscle' and 50 representing the displacement of the engine in cubic inches. Intruder M
refers to the cubic centimetre engine following the naming convention for Suzuki cruisers in
markets outside North America. It replaces the original GTR Concours , which was built from to
It was not a full automatic, however, because the rider had to manually shift between low and
high. It is called automatic because there is no clutch required due to the torque converter, and
shared the Hondamatic trade name with Honda cars that had true automatic transmissions.
Both models had a front disc brake and a rear drum brake. The suspension consisted of two
shock absorbers at the rear and telescoping shock-absorbing front forks. The fuel tank had a 3.
The exhaust was routed through a separate pipe and baffle on each side of the motorcycle,
although both exhaust pipes shared a plenum under the motor. It had an electric start with a
kick start as well. The Suzuki VL Intruder LC and Boulevard C90 are cruiser motorcycles with a
feet-forward riding posture, shaft drive and engine balance shafts made by Suzuki from to as
the Intruder, and since as the Boulevard. The Honda NC series is a family of motorcycles
produced by Honda since NC series was a 'new concept', being unlike conventional
motorcycles, a bike designed for commuters, new or veteran riders. The NC series is classed as
a commuter model bike which has incorporated design and mechanical elements from various
motorcycle types. The riding position is similar to standard bike styles. There is a helmet-sized
internal storage in place of the traditional fuel tank, which in turn is located under the seat. The
series is often marketed as fun to ride, easy to handle and very fuel efficient. This article needs
additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to
reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Global Suzuki. Archived
from the original on Retrieved Suzuki motorcycles timeline present. Images, videos and audio
are available under their respective licenses. VS Intruder. GW Inazuma. GSX Impulse. GS E F.
GSF S Bandit. GSF Bandit. SV S. SV A. GSX-S Z. TL S. TL R. GSX F Katana. GSX R Hayabusa.
RF R. GSX F. VL Volusia. Boulevard C50 T C B. VL Intruder LC. Boulevard C90 T. Boulevard CR
T. LS Savage. Boulevard S VZ Marauder. Boulevard M Boulevard MR. TS Series. VanVan DR SE
Trojan. DR S. DR SE. XF Freewind. DL V-Strom DR-Z L. RGV Gamma. The Suzuki Intruder is a
series of cruiser motorcycles made by Suzuki from to After , the Intruder lineup was replaced by

the Boulevard range. In Europe, the Intruder name remains in use on certain models. The VS
Intruder bikes all have 4-stroke V-twin engines. The Intruder line started life in North America
with the Intruder and the Intruder , which was actually a cc machine. The US tariff, when passed
into law, actually set the import limit at ccs instead of So Suzuki soon bumped the Intruder up to
be a , which it continued to produce until For the model year the small Intruder became an
technically an , with a larger engine, larger radiator, and larger forks to go with the extra engine.
The model would continue in this form until , the only change of note being that Suzuki started
painting the engine black in Other changes to the VS included straighter bars with longer risers;
the addition of four-way flashers; a one-piece seat; smaller turn signals; the deletion of the
sissy bar; and the addition of a plastic fake air cleaner on the side of the engine to hold the tool
kit formerly stored in the sissy bar. But mechanically they are the same, and parts can be
swapped between the Intruder to the S The exception is that fake air cleaner, which screws to
threaded holes in blocks cast into the cooling fins on the cylinders, which the Intruder did not
have. The rest of the bike is totally different, but the engines interchange. All Suzuki Intruders
are powered by either a 4 or 5 speed transmission mated to a shaft drive which delivers power
to the rear wheel. Starting in , the VS platform received the 5 speed transmission in most
European countries. In the USA, this new 5 speed transmission debuted in the models, and in ,
Canadian models were equipped with the same transmission. The Transmission is 5-speed,
constant mesh. The - models have the front brake rotor mounted on the left side, instead of
right side found on later models. Their sissy bar is also shorter. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this
article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and
removed. Global Suzuki. Archived from the original on Retrieved Suzuki motorcycles timeline
present. Categories : Suzuki motorcycles Cruiser motorcycles Motorcycles introduced in
Hidden categories: Articles needing additional references from July All articles needing
additional references All articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements
from August Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit
Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia
Commons. VS Intruder. GW Inazuma. GSX Impulse. GS E F. GSF S Bandit. GSF Bandit. SV S. SV
A. TL S. TL R. GSX F Katana. GSX R Hayabusa. RF R. GSX F. VL Volusia. Boulevard C50 T C B.
VL Intruder LC. Boulevard C90 T. Boulevard CR T. LS Savage. Boulevard S VZ Marauder.
Boulevard M Boulevard MR. TS Series. VanVan DR SE Trojan. DR S. DR SE. XF Freewind. DL
V-Strom DR-Z L. RGV Gamma. The Suzuki Intruder is a series of cruiser motorcycles made by
Suzuki from to After , the Intruder lineup was replaced by the Boulevard range. In Europe, the
Intruder name remains in use on certain models. The VS Intruder bikes all have 4-stroke V-twin
engines. The Intruder line started life in North America with the Intruder and the Intruder , which
was actually a cc machine. The US tariff, when passed into law, actually set the import limit at
ccs instead of So Suzuki soon bumped the Intruder up to be a , which it continued to produce
until For the model year the small Intruder became an technically an , with a larger engine,
larger radiator, and larger forks to go with the extra engine. The model would continue in this
form until , the only change of note being that Suzuki started painting the engine black in Other
changes to the VS included straighter bars with longer risers; the addition of four-way flashers;
a one-piece seat; smaller turn signals; the deletion of the sissy bar; and the addition of a plastic
fake air cleaner on the side of the engine to hold the tool kit formerly stored in the sissy bar. But
mechanically they are the same, and parts can be swapped between the Intruder to the S The
exception is that fake air cleaner, which screws to threaded holes in blocks cast into the cooling
fins on the cylinders, which the Intruder did not have. The rest of the bike is totally different, but
the engines interchange. All Suzuki Intruders are powered by either a 4 or 5 speed transmission
mated to a shaft drive which delivers power to the rear wheel. Starting in , the VS platform
received the 5 speed transmission in most European countries. In the USA, this new 5 speed
transmission debuted in the models, and in , Canadian models were equipped with the same
transmission. The Transmission is 5-speed, constant mesh. The cc and smaller models have
front disc brakes and rear drum brake. The - models have the front brake rotor mounted on the
left side, instead of right side found on later models. Their sissy bar is also shorter. Facebook
Twitter. Suzuki Intruder Indias Modern Cruiser. Hammond B 3X. Check out this New Glass
Sparkle. Intruder Bags Viking Bags. Motorcycles on Autotrader has listings for new and used
Suzuki Intruder Motorcycles for sale near you. See prices, photos and find dealers near you.
Suzuki Website The Reality world. Suzuki intruder hard starting. It is not made as well as Honda,
Yamaha, Suzuki or Kawasaki bikes. The person named mantosh yadav. Suzuki intruder. Des
sparages pour tenter de faire des gueguerres de drapeaux, dessayer de scorer des points,
parce que le valet de service doit montrer patte. Suzuki gsxr owners manual free download. We
offer this and much more, so check out. A strong five speed transmission and shaft drive. It is a

special edition model of the stock Intruder which is priced at INR When you. Suzuki every seats.
Suzuki intruder 2. Suzuki new bike 4. ABS 5. LED tail lamp 7. Twin exhaust 8. Indias modern
Cruiser 9. Suzuki intruder top speed. SimilarWeb has become the go to tool for millions of
marketers, analysts, and business leaders looking to compete in todays. Hero bike price in
nepal Argus Endoptics. Shop high performance AGM, Xtreme. Check out our Cole Auto Outlet
used inventory, we have the right vehicle to fit your style and budget!. Results 1 48 of Suzuki gs
manual. Suzuki Intruder Wish. This radical Suzuki chopper is sort of a bike from a different era.
The motorcycle Arnold Garlick started with is little different from the Intruder sold. Was: Now: n
Product: Quick view. See specs, photos and pricing on. Read about the experiences consumers
and owners have had with Suzuki Intruder Motorcycles Reviews and view their reviews and
ratings on various. Here is the most detailed review of the Suzuki Intruder, I tell you everything
about the design. Bajaj motorcycle showroom in dhaka. Pulley system on a. The Suzuki bikes
price in Nepal starts at 1. Bike Price in. Suzuki Intruder Motorcycle Manufacturer. Suzuki
Intruder The deeper we go into the review, the more you will know why these motorbikes will
make history. The boldest move Suzuki ever made!. Results 1 48 of Suzuki intruder hard
starting. Download Suzuki VL. Suzuki alto idle adjustment cgoogle - wiki. Results 1 48 of
Service repair owners manuals moto Suzuki gsx r t srad Service manual: Suzuki mr specs
horsepower. Suzuki launched the scaled down. Suzuki Service Repair Manual Free PDF sv, rm,
gs, dl, gn, bandit, vl, dl, gz, intruder, sv, gs, gladius, rm, dr A laidback long weekend on the
Intruder. Zongshen cc. Electrical Accessories for Suzuki Intruder If you have a Suzuki Intruder ,
have you tried to remove the battery? Have you succeeded? Any pointers? I find the position of
it extremely difficult. I could not. Find the largest selection of Suzuki Intruder Tires at google wiki. Suzukiintruder hashtag on Twitter. This girl jainsonia6 has outdone my expectations many
times earlier but this is unbeatable! Delhi to Bangkok by road on a SuzukiIntruder! Above kms!.
Power is provided by a 4 Stroke, cc, Air Oil. We offer this and much more, so check out our
website for. Suzuki Intruder receives the Vilner treatment Motor1. Indias Modern Cruiser. Best
Suzuki Intruder ideas and images on Bing Find what youll love. Still, in parts of Europe, the
Suzuki Intruder Bobber. Providing cruiser accessories for motorcycles is our specialty. Visit
West End Motorsports and shop aftermarket motorcycle accessories online!. Pino - logical
board game which is based on tactics and strategy. In general this is a remix of chess, checkers
and corners. The game develops imagination, concentration, teaches how to solve tasks, plan
their own actions and of course to think logically. It does not matter how much pieces you have,
the main thing is how they are placement! Cookies remember you so we can give you a better
online experience. Check your IP address. Convert case online. After , the Intruder lineup was
replaced by the Bo.. Add an external link to your content for free. Share: Facebook Twitter
Publication Date: google-wiki. Suzuki Jimny. Users also searched: suzuki intruder , suzuki
intruder cc, suzuki intruder , suzuki intruder , suzuki intruder for sale, suzuki intruder , suzuki
intruder price, suzuki intruder review, suzukis, intruder, suzuki, suzuki intruder, sale, for sale,
review, price, suzuki intruder cc, suzuki intruder price, suzuki intruder for sale, suzukiintruder,
suzuki intruder review, cc, for sale, suzuki intruder , suzuki intruder , suzuki intruder for sale,
suzuki intruder , suzuki intruder cc, suzuki intruder , Mr vs harley. Free and no ads no need to
download or install Pino - logical board game which is based on tactics and strategy. Feedback
Check your IP address Convert case online about us contact us privacy policy term of use. May
21, Intruder would be launching in India around February with estimated price of Rs 1. Get all
the details on Suzuki. Suzuki Intruder for Sale Motorcycles on Autotrader. Shop millions of cars
from over dealers and find the perfect car.. Also check Suzuki Intruder variants, images,
specifications, expert. Suzuki in India starts from Rs On road price Delhi. Check out Intruder
mileage, colours, images, specifications and read reviews.. Suzuki Intruder Tires. Check out
Riders Share:. Power is provided by a 4 Stroke, cc, Liquid cooled,. See prices, photos and find
dealers near you.. Suzuki Intruder , Estimated Price 1. Nov 7, Auto News: new Suzuki Intruder
directly rivals cheapest cruiser available in country which is the Bajaj Avenger Street.. Used
Suzuki Intruder Volusia Motorcycles in. Intruder Suzuki Motorcycle India. Suzuki Intruder is
cruiser bike available 2 variants in india. Shop Bison Thunder St. We offer this and much more,.
Watch this before you buy a suzuki Intruder YouTube. See specs, photos and. Encyclopedic
dictionary. Suzuki Intruder Motorcycles Reviews. Suzuki Intruder Parts Dennis Kirk. The Suzuki
VL Intruder LC and Boulevard C90 are cruiser motorcycles with a feet-forward riding posture,
shaft drive and engine balance shafts made by Suzuki from to as the Intruder, and since as the
Boulevard. After VL production ended with model year , Suzuki replaced the motorcycle in its
model range with the fuel-injected Boulevard C90, which is being produced as of The VL name
refers to the V-twin engine and "long" frame, [3] is the approximate metric displacement of the
engine, and the LC means Legendary Classic. Aside from a name change and cosmetic
differences, Suzuki replaced the carburetor with a new multi-port fuel-injection system that was

borrowed from Suzuki's Suzuki GSX-R line of racing bikes. They also added a bit ECU
processing chip and a marginally revised 3. The engine's torque and acceleration were
increased by the introduction of the new fuel-injected system, with dual throttle valve and auto
fast-idle systems. The engine uses SCEM cylinder plating. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Retrieved Suzuki motorcycles timeline present. Categories : Suzuki motorcycles
Shaft drive motorcycles. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to
edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Add
links. GW Inazuma. GSX Impulse. GS E F. GSF S Bandit. GSF Bandit. SV S. SV A. TL S. TL R.
GSX F Katana. GSX R Hayabusa. RF R. GSX F. VL Volusia. Boulevard C50 T C B. VL Intruder LC.
Boulevard C90 T. Boulevard CR T. LS Savage. Boulevard S VZ Marauder. Boulevard M
Boulevard MR. TS Series. VanVan DR SE Trojan. DR S. DR SE. XF Freewind. DL V-Strom DR-Z L.
RGV Gamma. Max torque was Claimed horsepower was Compact, yet offering a comfy ride, this
is a chopper worth considering when it's time to go for a new bike. Classic down to the bone,
the VS Intruder is a lower-big-bore chopper with tons of character, wire spoked wheels,a
slash-but shorty silencer, a teardrop tank neatly complementing the raked-out front and
yoke-mounted instruments. Neatly padded seats for both rider and passenger, a miniature
backrest for the latter, a teardrop tank, raked-out forks, skinny front wheel with laced rims and a
shorty exhaust are all on the list to stress out its retro heritage. For most of its production
lifetime the Suzuki Intruder was the largest model in the Intruder lineup. Introduced in , the VS
Intruder has suffered only a few changes over the years. The original model had a 4 speed
gearbox but in , the 5 speed model was introduced to Europe. Fuel was supplied via a single
overhead cams sohc. Stopping was achieved via Single disc in the front and a Single disc in the
rear. The front suspension was a Telescopic fork, coil spring, oil damped while the rear was
equipped with a Twin shocks, oil damped, 5-way adjustable spring preload. The VS Intruder was
fitted with a 3. The bike weighed just The wheelbase was The Suzuki VS is a motorcycle
produced by Suzuki from to more commonly known as the Suzuki Intruder. The old Intruder has
become the Boulevard S83 and the model year marks the debut of this machine. Even though
the badge has changed, the bike retained the full rewarding feel, with is cc air and oil-cooled
v-twin, compact looks and retro chopper vibe. The instruments are bar-mounted, above the
small headlight overlooking the skinny front fender and wheel, while the shorty exhaust system
adds to the overall compact attire of the Boulevard S This is a great choice if you're looking
forward to buy a brawny chopper with classy mean looks. A bigger version of the Boulevard
S50, the S83 provides more displacement for a power and torque supplement, making this bike
an even more attractive option for the experienced riders. Still not a big-bore beast, the
Boulevard S83 is a clean cruiser with slightly retro looks, fluid lines and a classic air-cooled
engine. The Boulevard S83 is a better choice for those who like the old-school attire of the
smaller Boulevard bikes. With the extra grunt the 1,cc v-twin packs, these fellows can now
throttle ahead onto the open highway. The MY Boulevard S83 carries on the heritage of the
family and offers an upper-middleweight air and oil-cooled riding experience powered by the
classic degree cc v-twin. Drawing inspiration from the choppers of old and introducing some
cruiser DNA into the mix, the Boulevard S83 shows off a skinny front wheel and fender,
complemented by a bobbed rear mudguard covering a beefy tire. Short silencers complement
drag bars, and slender fork legs, while the moderately-sized headlight is mated to a minimalist
single gauge on top of it. If classic-look cruisers are not your thing and you're looking for a
more radical bike, take a closer look at the MY Boulevard S You'll most likely smile and want to
ride it, as this machine embeds several timeless attributes which have written many a page in
the motorcycle history books. Compact, low, with an aggressive drag bar on tall risers, a single
gauge hovering above a moderate-size headlight, slender profile and plenty of power to spare,
the Boulevard S83 is ready to turn heads wherever it will show up. The cc v-twin engine is airand oil-cooled, and this makes the bike lighter and nimbler. The Boulevard S83 also sports a
classic tire combo, with a beefy rear one and a skinny front wheel and a shorty fender for even
more classic looks, plus a slash-but exhaust. The MY Boulevard S83 is a chopper which sits
between the middleweight and the big-bore classes in Suzuki's roster. Packing an cc
displacement, this air and oil-cooled machine exudes certain design elements which hark back
to the '70s. A svelte profile with tall forks, a skinny front wheel with a skimpy fender, a fat rear
tire and shorty exhausts, plus tall bar risers, they are all honoring the past. The two-up seat is a
single-piece like you'd expect from a retro machine, and the spoke rims are emphasizing this
character. A full-on machine with no compromises, the Boulevard S83 is waiting for you to pick
the next destination. From CycleChaos. Suzuki VS Manufacturer Suzuki. List of Suzuki
motorcycles. Categories : Cruiser motorcycles Suzuki motorcycles Suzuki Intruder series
Suzuki VS series Cruisers s motorcycles cc displacement motorcycles cc Twin cylinder
motorcycles Street motorcycles Twin cylinder motorcycles Twin cylinder 2-stroke motorcycles

4-stroke motorcycles cc 4-stroke motorcycles s motorcycles s motorcycles. Namespaces Page
Discussion. Views Read Edit View history. This page was last edited on 23 November , at Front:
Telescopic fork, coil spring, oil damped Rear: Twin shocks, oil damped, 5-way adjustable spring
preload. Service Manual. Max torque was Claimed horsepower was The VS Intruder ended its
career in , when it was replaced by the VS , a more powerful cruiser. The was the smaller
motorcycle in the Suzuki Intruder lineup. The VS Intruder is a classic chopper in the
middleweight range, packing cc of liquid-cooled v-twin nerve and being a nifty choice for newer
riders who are not fully-confident in their skills, or for those who are simply looking for an
economical and fun cruiser for daily rides. The VS Intruder has a skinny chopper style front
wheel, with a tall, comfy passenger seat and backrest, an angled teardrop tank and pull-back
bars for an ageless attire. The transmission has 5 speeds, and the final drive is achieved via a
shaft drive which provides great reliability with little maintenance. Fuel was supplied via a
single overhead cams sohc. Stopping was achieved via Single hydraulic disc in the front and a
Drum in the rear. The front suspension was a Telescopic, coil spring, oil damped while the rear
was equipped with a Swingarm, oil damped, 5-way adjustable spring preload. The VS Intruder
was fitted with a 3. The bike weighed just The wheelbase was If you dig the Intruder style but
feel like an cc-class cruiser is out of your league, the VS Intruder may be a nifty alternative, as it
retains the classic style and chopper looks, while offering a more tempered character from its
cc v-twin. The MY has received new colors and graphics, but the authentic chopper style is just
the same. A skinny front wheel, laced rims, plush seats and a miniature passenger backrest, a
blacked-out engine, chromed details and a manageable, non-intimidating engine will make the
time you spend on two wheels all the more rewarding. The MY VS Intruder is only a
middleweight cruiser, but it packs solid big bore chopper looks which will please even the most
demanding of riders. Compact, low but offering a comfy ride, this machine boasts wire spoked
rims, achopped rear fender and a skinny front one, complemented by shorty shiny slash-cut
dual exhausts and a nice, slammed teardrop tank with bar-mounted instrumentation. The VS
Intruder looks classic, but its 4-valve
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per cylinder v-twin is liquid-cooled and mated to a road worthy 5-speed transmission and
minimal maintenance shaft final drive, while the passenger backrest adds both comfort and
classic style. The MY VS Intruder looks very much like its sibling, but the trained eye will
observe the badges and the small engine size. However, the VS Intruder retains a massive dose
of styling cues from its bigger brother, with the classic chopper stance, laced wheels, pull-back
bars and mini backrest for the passenger, plus the short exhaust and the black engine accents.
If you're in for a middleweight chopper with ageless looks but manufactured with modern
technologies, this is definitely one of THE choices. From CycleChaos. Suzuki VS Manufacturer
Suzuki. List of Suzuki motorcycles. Namespaces Page Discussion. Views Read Edit View
history. This page was last edited on 23 November , at Front: Telescopic, coil spring, oil damped
Rear: Swingarm, oil damped, 5-way adjustable spring preload. Service Manual.

